
Born and raised in Caracas-Venezuela, Michelle Poler is a creative and passionate
social entrepreneur, keynote speaker, fear-facer, and branding strategist.
She is the Founder of Hello Fears, a social movement that has reached over 70
million people worldwide and has empowered thousands to step outside of the
comfort zone and tap into their full potential. She has been invited to speak at
places such as TEDx, Google, Yum Brands, Facebook, Wells Fargo, ESPN, Netflix,
Procter and Gamble, Microsoft, Toyota, and many more.
Michelle is also the creator of the project 100 Days Without Fear. Her work has
been featured on The TODAY Show, Forbes, CBS, CNN, Huffington Post, Buzzfeed,
Fox News, Telemundo, Glamour, Elle, The Rachael Ray Show, Refinery29, and
Daily Mail among many others.
Early on in her career, she worked as an Art Director at Young & Rubicam for
brands such as Hershey’s, Wendy’s, AT&T, and Revlon. Michelle is originally from
Venezuela and she holds a Masters in Branding from the School of Visual Arts in
New York City.
For booking information on Michelle Poler, please contact Executive Speakers
Bureau 901.754.9404.

Testimonials

Michelle Poler

Michelle’s presentation at Bayer provided insight to transform employees’
mindset and perspective of their fears, from not even considering taking action
to thinking 'What’s the best that can happen?' Attendees also understood and
learned the power in sharing their own experiences facing fears to encourage
people around them to go after their own. Members of the WLI Workplace,
Culture and Events team noted attendees continue to share their fear and new
motivation to face them.

- Bayer.

Michelle is an outstanding speaker. I'm extremely grateful we decided to bring
her to our annual event. The audience loved her energy and authenticity. Her
session scored a 4.8 (out of 5)! They could easily relate to her message in many
levels and implement her advice and tools into their day to day. I would love to
bring her to more of our events.

- P&G.
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